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C H A P T E R  2

THE PATH- TO- 
GROWTH TREE

One of my stretch goals for this year is to lose sixty pounds.”

Allison, an owner of a small financial services business, 

made that announcement to her team on the first day with our leader-

ship coaching program. It was a serious moment, for both Allison and 

the team. During our briefing meetings before the program’s launch, 

Allison had mentioned a long- term struggle with weight and how 

discouraged about it she was. So when she committed to an actual 

number and elevated the priority to one of the three stretch goals that 

members have for a given year, she was expressing a great deal of vul-

nerability and courage to the team. The group, in its turn, was moved 

by how open she was about her frustrations over previous attempts 

and committed to Allison to be there for her any way they could.

As I got to know Allison, I was struck by everything she had 

already been doing right about weight loss for years. Highly intelli-

gent and inquisitive, she had researched body metabolism, nutrition, 

even brain chemistry. She had also created structures such as calen-

daring gym times, getting a trainer, and using the leadership team 

as an accountability system. And yet she had no pattern of success. 

She was stuck on the yo- yo cycle.

At the same time, I began noticing a pattern with Allison in our 

group. More than anyone else, she was the giver. She provided great 

financial solutions for team members who had money challenges, 
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C H A P T E R  3

THE FRUIT

There are three fruit categories by which all of us measure our 

lives, happiness, and success. I call them the three Ps.

1. PERSONAL

Personal refers to anything in our lives that falls within our purview 

as individuals. When we talk about a personal problem or a personal 

challenge, that is the arena we are in. There are several types of 

personal fruit that matter to us.

1. Behavior. Our behavior is simply our actions, the things we do. 

Good behavior fruit refers to a life in which we are in control 

of our choices and don’t have areas in which we are out of con-

trol. We don’t struggle with major bad habits (eating problems, 

too much time online) or addictions (alcohol, drugs, sexual), 

which would be undesirable fruit, and we lead an active, free, 

disciplined, and productive life.

2. Thoughts. Our brains think all the time. The research indi-

cates that our brains are even working while we are asleep. 

We consider who God is, and we ponder what’s for lunch. We 

plan for our next step in our careers, and we think about the 

news we are reading. We are thinking beings. A mind that 

is operating in a reality- based and healthy way is good fruit: 
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46 Our Relational Foundation 

THE LEVELS MATTER

You don’t have to have awful, depressing fruit to need to take some 

actions about it. The sooner we pay attention to small problems, 

the less likely they are to become large ones. A negative month in 

sales should warn us to do something so that there is not a negative 

year. And a day when you and your spouse aren’t speaking should be 

addressed so that it doesn’t become a week.

I train the coaches in my organization to help their clients figure 

out, during the early stages of their relationship with them, what to 

work on, by using a simple table I developed.

The area column can have any number of categories of concern. 

But each category must have a commitment check on it. Either things 

are struggling and the client wants them to be resolved (struggling 

to good), they are okay but need to be improved (good to great), or 

they are great and the client would like to see them going as well as 

possible (great to optimal).

I use this chart because it’s sometimes hard for a client to look 

Area
Struggling  

to Good
Good  

to Great
Great  

to Optimal

Income

Expenses

Leadership

Culture

Strategy

Marketing

Sales

Operations

Administration
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C H A P T E R  6

WHY THE NUTRIENTS 
ARE VITAL

Before we get to the nutrients themselves, it’s important that you 

understand a few things about why they are critical to growth 

and success.

A large part of what I study in finding out how to develop people 

and organizations is in the world of neuroscience, the science of how 

the brain operates. As we learn more and more about the brain, we 

are gaining so many critical insights into how we think, choose, suc-

ceed, love, meet challenges, and grow. One of the reasons I love this 

area is because I have found so many well- done research studies that 

affirm the Bible’s principles of growth. It’s like seeing the canvas of 

a great painting, and now the artist’s name is on the bottom right 

corner, and he finally gets the credit.

One of the most important conclusions is that the brain’s struc-

ture, its operating system, can be affected by experiences, the apps 

it works with. Scientists have found that how the neural pathways 

deliver chemicals from one place in the brain to the other and how 

the brain processes information are both influenced by experience.

We now know that when an individual has had a highly nega-

tive experience— anything from a business failure to an emotional 

trauma— they have both an objective memory and a subjective 

memory of the experience. The objective memory is the facts sur-

rounding the event, and the subjective memory consists of the 
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The Four Quadrants of 
Relational Nutrients

Quadrant 1: Be Present Quadrant 2: Convey the Good

 X Acceptance: Connect without 
judgment

 X Attunement: Be aware of 
what another is experiencing 
and respond to it

 X Validation: Convey that 
a person’s experience is 
significant and not to be 
dismissed

 X Identification: Share your 
similar story

 X Containment: Allow the other 
to vent while staying warm 
without reacting

 X Comfort: Provide support for 
someone’s loss

 X Affirmation: Draw attention 
to the good

 X Encouragement: Convey that 
you believe in someone’s ability 
to do the difficult

 X Respect: Assign value

 X Hope: Provide reality- based 
confidence in the future

 X Forgiveness: Cancel a debt

 X Celebration: Acknowledge 
a win, both cognitively and 
emotionally

Quadrant 3: Provide Reality Quadrant 4: Call to Action

 X Clarification: Bring order to 
confusion

 X Perspective: Offer a different 
viewpoint

 X Insight: Convey a deeper 
understanding

 X Feedback: Give a personal 
response

 X Confrontation: Face someone 
with an appeal to change

 X Advice: Recommend an action 
step

 X Structure: Provide a frame-
work

 X Challenge: Strongly 
recommend a difficult action

 X Development: Create a 
growth environment

 X Service: Guide engagement to 
giving back
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A P P E N D I X

EMOTIONS LIST

As I mentioned in chapter 3, you need to have a robust emotional 

vocabulary to provide others with the Q1 and Q2 relational 

nutrients. This list provides many of the words we use to describe 

feelings, and they are categorized for you.

Angry
 X Aggressive
 X Annoyed
 X Disgusted
 X Envious

 X Enraged
 X Frustrated
 X Furious
 X Horrified

 X Irritated
 X Jealous
 X Judgmental
 X Resentful

Anxious
 X Agitated
 X Apprehensive
 X Desperate
 X Dread
 X Fearful

 X Intimidated
 X Nervous
 X Panicked
 X Suspicious
 X Terrified

 X Trapped
 X Vigilant
 X Worried

Confused
 X Ambivalent
 X Awkward
 X Conflicted

 X Insane
 X Overwhelmed
 X Shocked

 X Stunned
 X Unsure
 X Unreal
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218 Emotions List 

Down
 X Blue
 X Burdened
 X Dead
 X Defeated

 X Depressed
 X Despair
 X Disappointed
 X Discouraged

 X Helpless
 X Inconsolable
 X Hopeless
 X Sad

Isolated
 X Alone
 X Avoidant
 X Bored
 X Detached

 X Distant
 X Empty
 X Frozen
 X Lost

 X Numb
 X Shy
 X Unseen

Mistreated
 X Abandoned
 X Abused
 X Attacked
 X Condemned
 X Controlled

 X Humiliated
 X Hurt
 X Judged
 X Misunderstood
 X Rejected

 X Smothered
 X Unimportant
 X Wounded

Positive
 X Accepted
 X Amused
 X Attracted
 X Brave
 X Calm
 X Carefree
 X Cheerful
 X Close
 X Compassionate
 X Complete
 X Confident
 X Connected
 X Content
 X Ecstatic

 X Energetic
 X Excited
 X Free
 X Friendly
 X Grateful
 X Happy
 X Interested
 X Intimate
 X Joyful
 X Loved
 X Loving
 X Passionate
 X Peaceful
 X Pity

 X Powerful
 X Proud
 X Purposeful
 X Safe
 X Significant
 X Spontaneous
 X Superior
 X Surprised
 X Tender
 X Thankful
 X Vulnerable
 X Warm

Self- Critical
 X Ashamed
 X Disqualified
 X Failing

 X Guilty
 X Inferior
 X Unlovable

 X Worthless
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